GOV-Logo Guide
The intention of this document is to guide you through the different ways you could use the new logo designs
and to better understand which image would fit best in the corresponding scenarios.
It is important to note that the names of these files have different meanings. They all begin with GOV-LOGO,
because that is in reference to this project itself. Then, they are followed by one out of 3 different codes that
refer to the background color:
● DFE1E referring to the grayer tone
● EEEEEE referring to the lighter tone; and
● TRANSPARENT, meaning that image was exported without a background.
Finally, the last part of the file names is their intended purpose; a header, a footer, or an image best suited for
email signatures.

For Drive
Images used:
● GOV-LOGO-EEEEEE-HEADER.png
● GOV-LOGO-EEEEEE-FOOTER.jpg
These two were chosen to be in the same document
to maintain a consistent background color.
It is not recommended to use images with different
backgrounds in the same document, unless one of
them has a transparent background.

Images used:
● GOV-LOGO-DFE1E4-HEADER.png
● GOV-LOGO-DFE1E4-FOOTER.jpg
Once again, these two were chosen to be in the same
document to maintain a consistent background
color.
In this document the header was also moved to the
right to experiment trying to find the optimal header
placement.

Image used:
● GOV-LOGO-EEEEEE-FOOTER.jpg
In this document an image intended to be a footer
was chosen as a header to experiment with header
and footer styles.
Though the images have an intended purpose you are
not restricted to following it. You can experiment
with footers as headers, and vice-versa.
However, there are exceptions to experimentation.
For example, it would not be recommended to use an
image created as a footer for an email signature or the
other way around because of the very significant file
size difference.

Image used:
● GOV-LOGO-DFE1E4-CIRCLE-HEADE
R.jpg
In this document we experimented with the shape of
the header to see if a round header would look better
than a square header floating above the text.

Images used:
● GOV-LOGO-TRANSPARENT-HEADE
R.png
● GOV-LOGO-TRANSPARENT-FOOTE
R.png
In this document the header and footer were both
made with no background color in mind to make it
seem more professional. A horizontal line was also
inserted with google docs tools beneath the image
within the header section. (The horizontal line can be
found as an option under the Insert section of the
document’s tools.)

Final Notes: If the size of the header/footer images doesn’t fit the document properly, changing their size within
google docs to 1 inch in height is always a good solution. Also, feel free to experiment around with these images.

For E-Mail
These mock-ups show how drafting emails would look like when inserting either of these images in the
signature.
Image used:
● GOV-LOGO-DFE1E4-EMAIL.
png

Image used:
● GOV-LOGO-TRANSPAREN
T-EMAIL.png

For Mailchimp
Images used:
● GOV-LOGO-TRANSPARENT-HEADE
R.png
● GOV-LOGO-DFE1E4-FOOTER.jpg
Since Mailchimp templates usually include a header,
this should give you an idea of how either form of the
logo could look in that position.
But you can choose whichever file you feel more
comfortable with in terms of preference for the
background color (TRANSPARENT or DFE1E4 or
EEEEEE).
Additionally, it is not suggested to put both files in
the same email, as was done in this mock-up. The
intention here is for you to select either-or since
adding both of them will become repetitive.

